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As good as 
it gets.
As
 good
 as 
it gets.




Welcome to Sarda Farms, where we nurture our passion for producing fresh, delicious, and wholesome
dairy products that have already become the preferred choice of celebrity chefs and gourmands. And we
would love to share them with you.

Welcome to Sarda Farms,
 where we nurture our passion for 
producing fresh, delicious, and
 wholesome
dairy products that have
 already become the preferred choice 
 of celebrity chefs and gourmands.
 And we
would love to share them with you.




Know More>
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One source of goodness.

Every drop of milk comes straight from our family farm.
Our own packaging and cold chain delivery system ensures
we deliver fresh wholesome milk right to your doorstep.

Know More>
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 Our own packaging and cold chain 
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Straight 
 from the 
family farm.




Every drop of Sarda Farms milk comes 
 from one single source: Our family farm.
 Where, we hand-pick, and lovingly rear, a
 healthy breed of cows, valued for their
 exquisite milk quality. They are milked at
 our Automated Milking Parlour,
 untouched by hand, in a completely
 sanitised environment.
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Straight from the 
family farm.




Every drop of Sarda Farms milk comes from one single source: Our family farm. Where, we hand-pick, and lovingly rear, a healthy breed of cows, valued for their exquisite milk quality. They are milked at our Automated Milking Parlour, untouched by hand, in a completely sanitised environment.











We can’t take
 our eyes
off our milk.
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We ensure that we keep a close 
eye on everything, right from the feed 
to milking, processing, transportation
 and our end-to-end cold-chain 
distribution. The entire process is 
governed by us, and we give no
 allowance for malpractices or milk 
tampering to take place, at any stage.
 All we want is for you to taste the
 goodness of milk, just as nature 
intended it to be.
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We ensure that we keep a close eye on everything, right from the feed to milking, processing, transportation and our end-to-end cold-chain distribution. The entire process is governed by us, and we give no allowance for malpractices or milk tampering to take place, at any stage. All we want is for you to taste the goodness of milk, just as nature intended it to be.
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We know
 where our milk 
comes from. 
Do you?







The problem with most brands is, they get their milk from multiple farms that breed multiple animals in unhygienic environments. To make matters worse, the cows aren’t well looked after, and are often injected with hormones. Many-a-times, milk from a healthy cow mixes with milk from a diseased cow. Gosh, who’s to tell?
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Happy
 cows give
 the best
 milk.


We know our cows by name,
 and we pamper them to the
 core. They enjoy regular access
 to automatic massage parlours,
 giant fans, the finest feed,
 relaxing pedicures, and their
 favourite music.


Know More>
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 the best milk.
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 pamper them to the core. They enjoy
 regular access to automatic massage
 parlours, giant fans, the finest feed, relaxing
 pedicures, and their favourite music.
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Meet 
the family.




We lavish our prized cows with love and affection. And we go to great lengths to ensure they’re the happiest girls you’ve ever seen. We give them absolute control of their lives, and they decide when they want to eat, sleep, and even get milked. We admit, they’re kind of a fussy lot, but then, they’re family.




We lavish our prized cows with love and
 affection. And we go to great lengths to
 ensure they’re the happiest girls you’ve
 ever seen. We give them absolute control
 of their lives, and they decide when they
 want to eat, sleep, and even get milked.
 We admit, they’re kind of a fussy lot, but
 then, they’re family.











We know
 our cows by name.




Thanks to RFID tagged collars, we know everything about our cows, including each and every cow’s name. This is not just because we love them, but it also helps us maintain detailed health records, and track their well-being. Creating a nice and healthy routine for us, and more importantly, our cows.




Thanks to RFID tagged collars, we know
 everything about our cows, including each
 and every cow’s name. This is not just
 because we love them, but it also helps us
 maintain detailed health records, and 
track their well-being. Creating a nice and 
healthy routine for us, and more
 importantly, our cows.
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Our cows 
are health freaks.




Our cows like to enjoy a well-rounded diet rich in protein, energy and fibre, supervised by a dietician. 8 square meals a day. Special rumination bays let them chew their cud, undisturbed. There are also special meals for the little ones. And, in case of a bad tummy, a doctor on call 24×7.
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Our cows
are health freaks.




Our cows like to enjoy a well-rounded diet rich in protein, energy and fibre, supervised by a dietician. 8 square meals a day. Special rumination bays let them chew their cud, undisturbed. There are also special meals for the little ones. And, in case of a bad tummy, a doctor on call 24×7.











We spoil the cows,
 not the milk. 




Our cows wake up in a soft bed of hay, under the cool breeze of giant fans. They enjoy a curated collection of classical music while they get their pedicures and massages (you should see them wriggle with pleasure). So, take our word, if you want to be healthy, drink our milk. If you want to be happy, live like our cows.
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Milk with a halo.




Our milk is as pure as nature intended it to 
be. Common practices such as adding urea,
 detergent, and bleach, mixing different
 animals’ milk, or injecting cows with
 antibiotics and growth hormones are kept
 far out of our farm.


Know More>
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The 
purest pour 
possible.







The purest
pour possible.




When it comes to your family, we want nothing but the best for them. Which is why we ensure that our milk is exactly as nature intended to be. That is, 100% natural and delicious cow milk. Nothing more, nothing less. There’s no two ways about that. 












Others add that
 to milk?
 Holy cow!







The game of the milk industry runs on quantity over quality. Since milk is only held against the standards of fat and SNF (solids not fat), farmers often overlook other important aspects like safety and purity. That means there are a lot of things going on with your milk that you didn’t sign up for – like hormones injected in cows to increase milk production, or the antibiotics added to the cow’s feed.
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Mixing the milk of multiple animals

 – 

 Removing fat to produce other fat-based products 

 – 

Adding milk powder to increase thickness
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Organic milk is not certified by the FDA, but other authorities. This certifies the process and not the product. This makes it impossible to test the milk and measure its quality – creating the perfect loophole for adding unwanted substances.
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Organic milk is not certified by the FDA, but other authorities. This certifies the process and not the product. This makes it impossible to test the milk and measure its quality – creating the perfect loophole for adding unwanted substances.
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Meet global
standards? 
We beat them.
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While others scamper to meet Indian or European standards, we have the satisfaction of knowing our standards are higher. We’ve taken a solemn oath to ensure not a single drop leaves our farm till it meets the Sarda Farms benchmark. Unlike others, our milk is measured not just by the fat content but also by:




	Protein content
	Least bacterial count
	Ensuring no antibiotics
	No hormones
	No pesticides
	Not mixing milk of diseased and healthy cows
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Hands-free
 milk.




Our fully automated processes keep
 the milk pure and untouched by
 hands, eliminating any possibility
 of adulteration or contamination.
We also ensure all plant personnel
 use gloves and masks.




Know More>







Safety Measures




[image: ]Delivery bikes and bags 
regularly sanitised.
[image: ]Fully-automated 
 processes.
[image: ]Hands sanitised pre 
 and post-delivery.
[image: ]Disinfection chamber
 for sanitisation.
[image: ]Plant personnel wear
 mask and gloves.
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Hands-free milk.




Our fully automated processes keep the
 milk pure and untouched by hands,
 eliminating any possibility of adulteration or
 contamination.We also ensure all plant
 personnel use gloves and masks.

Know More>
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Our milk 
is untouched.
 Till you do.




At our Automated Milking Parlour, our cows are milked by the most advanced machines, after which the milk is sent to a bulk cooler which brings it down to 4°C – perfect to keep it in its freshest state. From here, it is transported to a processing unit in insulated tankers. Throughout, it is never touched by human hand. It’s safe to say, your milk is in good hands.
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Completely 
sanitised
 from 
cow to couch.




At Sarda Farms, we have always maintained the highest safety and hygiene standards. Be it gloves, masks or a fully-automated process, we’ve always been ahead of the herd. Since our hygiene practices were already in place, we faced no issues in implementing additional sanitisation measures when COVID struck. So far, there have been no deliveries missed, just plenty happy customers. 
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[image: ] Fully-automated processes [image: ]


Our Automated Milking Parlour eliminates human touch and ensures zero contamination.
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Disinfection chambers[image: ]


Before entering the plant, our plant personnel have to pass through disinfection chambers that thoroughly sanitise them.
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Masks and gloves compulsory[image: ]


Wearing masks and gloves have always been a rule at our plant, even before the pandemic.
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Bags and bottles sanitised[image: ]


Be it delivery bags, ice cartridges or delivery vehicles, everything is sanitised pre and post-delivery.
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Sanitised delivery[image: ]


Our delivery personnel disinfect their clothes, sanitise their hands before and after each delivery, and have their masks and gloves on throughout the journey.
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Our delivery personnel disinfect their clothes, sanitise their hands before and after each delivery, and have their masks and gloves on throughout the journey.













100% control. Zero errors.
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At Sarda Farms, we govern everything, from feed to milking to processing, transportation and distribution. Our single body ownership allows us to have complete control, and ensures zero handoffs and intermediaries. We know where every drop of our milk comes from, and that there is nothing added to or removed from it. Further, our packaging is tamper-proof, and our milk is processed and bottled in the safest environment, in the most authentic manner. You see, we don’t just meet global standards. We beat them. 




At Sarda Farms, we govern
 everything, from feed to milking 
to processing, transportation and 
distribution. Our single body
 ownership allows us to have 
complete control, and ensures zero
 handoffs and intermediaries. 
We know where every drop of our
 milk comes from, and that there is
 nothing added to or removed
 from it. Further, our packaging is
 tamper-proof, and our milk is
 processed and bottled in the safest
 environment, in the most authentic
 manner. You see, we don’t just meet
 global standards. We beat them. 











Are you drinking
 unsafe milk?




The most common practices in the milk industry are actually degrading your milk.










The most common practices
 in the milk industry are actually
 degrading your milk.







When you lose sight of the supply chain, who knows what’s gone in the milk? Constant hand-offs and intermediaries call for lack of traceability, leading to malpractices that are difficult to control, and impossible to monitor. And with erratic cold chain delivery systems, is the milk you get even fresh?




There are two variables that determine the rate the farmer[image: ] gets paid – Fat and SNF (solids not fat). Milk prices are based only on these, and don’t take into consideration the other crucial aspects that might affect purity and safety.  This paves the path for rampant tampering and adulteration.
Some are even forced to ‘manage’ the quality given the poor input received by them. Adding prohibited stabilisers to artificially increase the shelf life or increase the thickness of the milk. We simply shudder at the thought.











We arrive
 chilled. 
So you keep 
your cool.







Whether it’s refrigerated tanks, cold rooms or chilled delivery bags, we ensure our milk is maintained at an optimum temperature throughout. Our carefully-monitored farm-to-home cold chain delivery system arrests multiplication of bacteria and preserves the natural taste of the milk, without any degradation. What’s more, it’s tracked till it reaches your doorstep, ensuring there is nothing added or removed. So you enjoy only delicious, fresh milk. And complete peace of mind.
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Nurtured with love.




We want you to taste milk just as nature intended it to be. So we’re happy to pass on the goodness of milk to your family, knowing that every drop that comes from our cows, comes to you with our love. Nothing more, and nothing less.
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We want you to taste milk just as 
nature intended it to be. So we’re
 happy to pass on the goodness of
 milk to your family, knowing that
 every drop that comes from our
 cows, comes to you with our love.
Nothing more, and nothing less.






Goodness comes in many forms.
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 in many forms
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      A2

      Rich in A2 beta-casein milk protein.
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      Pasteurised

      Heated to 78°C and then cooled down to 4°C to eliminate pathogens.
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      Pasteurised & Homogenised

      Fat globules broken down, distributed evenly for a richer, creamier texture.
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      Skimmed

      95% fat free. With majority of the cream removed.
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[image: ]Skimmed
99.5% fat free.
With majority of the
cream removed.
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Heated to 78°C and then
cooled down to 4°C
to eliminate pathogens.














[image: ]Pasteurised & Homogenised
Flat globules broken down,
distributed evenly for
a richer, creamier texture.
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[image: ]It is widely believed that A2 is based on the breed rather than the genetic make of each cow. But that’s not true. All breeds have the A2 and A1 protein. The only difference is the percentage in each cow. At our farm, milk is classified as A2 only after the cows undergo genetic tests.







You can eat our milk too.

You can 
eat our milk
 too.




Our products are made using 100% natural
 cow milk, lending a rare and distinctive taste
 to your diet.

Our products are made using
 100% natural cow milk, lending a rare
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Don’t take
our butter
 with a
 pinch of salt.




There’s no question about it , salt isn’t good for you. However, it still gets added to butter, to give it a longer shelf life. Ours is unsalted butter made from the purest cow milk using traditional methods-with nothing added or removed. While the lack of moisture makes this lip-smacking butter richer and last longer, naturally.










There’s no question about it , salt isn’t
 good for you. However, it still gets
 added to butter, to give it a longer shelf
 life. Ours is unsalted butter made from
 the purest cow milk using traditional
 methods-with nothing added or
 removed. While the lack of moisture
 makes this lip-smacking butter richer
 and last longer, naturally.
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Churned 
into 
goodness.




[image: ]We use the best culture along with artisanal methods of production to create the finest dahi. Unlike others, there’s neither any milk powder added to thicken it, nor any milk mixed from other animals, even if it’s legal. You see, we only care about the standards that lie within our fences.
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3 Variants:
Delicious, delicious
and delicious.




3 Variants:
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Natural

The regular pick.
3.5% fat.
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Low fat

A healthy choice.
2% fat.
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Fat-free

The dieter’s delight.
0.5% fat.
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    >
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Ghee your
grandma
 would
approve of.




While other milk brands produce ghee using fat from different animals, we like to act otherwise. We use traditional methods and the purest cow milk to give you a deliciously rich and pure treat.
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While other milk brands
 produce ghee using fat from 
different animals, we like to act
 otherwise. We use traditional
 methods and the purest cow 
milk to give you a deliciously
 rich and pure treat.
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Customise
your
 milk flow.




From the mode of delivery to variants to payment methods,be it on-the-go changes or pausing your milk supply, everything can be customised and adjusted to suit your needs perfectly.




Know More >
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Download
your milk







Going for a holiday? Come back from one? Our systems are designed such that you can change your milk schedule to suit your whims and fancies. We’ll deliver the milk when you like it, just how you like it. There’s an app, or you could just email us. There’s never been an easier way to stay healthy.



Going for a holiday? Come back 
from one? Our systems are designed 
 such that you can change your milk
 schedule to suit your whims and 
 fancies. We’ll deliver the milk when
 you like it, just how you like it.
 There’s an app, or you could just
 email us. There’s never been an
 easier way to stay healthy.




Customization*:




		
	Pattern options	– Daily
– Alternate Day
– Once in X days
– Weekly
– Any other way
	Delivery mode options	– Doorbell
– Doorstep
– Hand delivery
	Subscription option	– Glass Bottle
– Carton
– Milk Pack
	Ad hoc Changes	– Milk quantity
– Delivery mode
– Milk variant
-Pause/Resume

*For more details, refer to FAQs.
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Simple steps
 to goodness.
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Milk Shots
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There are
many ways
 to drink our
 milk.
From eco-friendly glass bottles
 to disposable cartons to milk packs
 at a mouth-watering price, our milk
 comes in every form, so you can
 pick what suits you best.
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Contact Us


Do fill in your details, let us know what's on your mind, and we will get back to you at the earliest.


 


 


 


Topic
Product Enquiry
Order and subscription
Account update
Request a call back
Complaints
App/website error
Corporate collaboration
Careers

 


 


 










						

											

	

	
		

	

	

				

				

		

				
			For subscription other than milk, please call our customer care at 1-800-ADD-MILK (1-800-233-6455)/1-800-COW-MILK (1-800-209-6455) or email to puremilk@sardafarms.com
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